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INTRODUCTION '

This paper is devoted to a discussion of the concept of the 

Self contained in the works of Karl Jaspers, a concept he develops 

under what he terms "Existens." The word ’’Soul" is considered by 

Jaspers to have been a mythological way of speaking of Existent.; He 

believes the latter to be a primary topic of philosophy. His 

Existenaphi1osophie is principally a philosophy of the human Self.

Jaspers is considered an Existehtialist. A word of warning 

must be given immediately. The word "Existentialism" has gained 

popularity through the work of Jean Paul Sartre. Many people Who 

have read his literary and philosophical works have formed the 

erroneous notion that Existentialism is to be equated with his 

nihilism. Existentialism began with a Christian thinker, Kierkegaard, 

and has remained in the main an affirmation of life in the face of 

what the Existentialists perceive to be a contemporary social and 

spiritual disintegration. :

It must also be noted that it is others who call Jaspers an 

Existentialist and not Jaspers himself* Perhaps the only philosopher 

to call himself an Existentialist was Sartre. Jaspers was horrified 

when he discovered that in France there was a school of philosophy 

calling itself Existentialism and relating itself in some way to him. 

He considered this use of ’’Existentialism" a perversion of his 

Existenzphilosophie.



Unfortunately, most of Jaspers works are in German. The 

books published in English are reprints of lectures, chapters from 

larger works, or introductory expositions, which give little idea 

of the scope of his larger German publications (three of these 

contain over a thousand.pages each).

More attentipn has been focussed on Martin Heidegger, another 

Existentialist. Gompared with Heidegger, Jaspers has had little 

influence on contemporary philosophy. Even the school of exist

ential psychoanalysis takes its departure from Heidegger and pays 

little attention to the onetime psychiatrist Jaspers. Jaspers® very 

early work on psychopathology, Allgemelne Fsyehopathologie, pre

sented an existential method of "encountering" a patient. Rather 

than to this work, the existential psychotherapists such as Binswangef 

turn to Heidegger * s iein und gelt.

There are unusual difficulties encountered in attempting to 

expound the philosophy of Jaspers. The first difficulty is his 

radical method. When dealing with the Self, or Bxistenz, Jaspers 

uses what he terms "ixistenzerhellung," translated as existence 

clarification, enlightenment, or elucidation. Here, strict arguments 

are not used but instead the subjeetivity of the person spoken to is 

appealed to. With, this method an attempt is made to draw our attention 

from abstract essences and to refocus it on human existence* Jaspers 

seldom defines the terms he uses but lets their meaning emerge from 

the context of his writings. Movement, perspective, and interrelation 

are always sought. The method of Existenzerhellung is unique and a 

Separate paper would be required to adequately explain it.



The second difficulty, which is integrally related to that of 

his method, is created by■Jaspers8; style. As: Jaspers relies on a • . : ; ■ 
, protracted, circumlocutory style,his ideas, expounded by constant use 

■ of metaphor, remain resistant to short summary» For ■ example^ ' 

speaking epistemologieally, he refers to ideational "horizons," The 

understanding 6£ this metaphor depends upon a network of contextual 

■/relationships, and a merging •into - the entirety of his. .conceptual , 

scheme, '

Nominalized verbs are substituted by Jaspers for the traw ■ . . 

ditional substantives. Some reasons are. given in the body of this 

paper.. for this..‘usage,.. ' ■.'.. . ■ ' . , .

■ The first person pronoun is used by Jaspers frequently when ' 

he attempts BKistenserhellung, He constantly refers to "I-myself" 

or "my Baseln," At times when the more impersonal "we" or "man" w s  

substituted the force of Jaspers original statement was lost or in 

some unaccountable way the original meaning was shifted. In some 

passages!the "I".was retained in this, exposition,./For example, when 

following up the question ,sWho am i?" the change to the use of "we" 

seemed out of place, '

Unusual turns of phrase such as "We do not live in what we 

think" present problems to the commentator who can find no other way 

to. express them'Without obscuring Jaspers existential meaning, r Any. 

attempt to translate Jaspers works into the commonly acceptable 

English style found in American philosophical journals results in a 

distortion of his original meaning.

Far-reaching epistemological implications are contained in

Jaspers.' .method, style and use of metaphor. Implicit in them is a;
' /"': ' 111 . ' . : / ' ^



radical alteration,of the'traditional theory of knowledge» Un

fortunately, the scope of this paper will not allow an examination 

of these implications» . ,

Although Jaspers style and method present problems to a 

commentator, in the original works they facilitate breaking through 

stereotyped thought patterns and present a multiplicity of new 

possibilities for contemporary philosophising.

iv



' : CHAPTER I ' : '
The Source of Exisfcential Philosophizing

Through gxistentialisra there has come about a revolution in 

philosophy as great as that of the Gopemican revolution of Kant,

The Kantian revolution entailed turning philosophy inward to the 

understanding, showing that all that can be perceived or know in 

the world is phenomenal, belonging to mind, and resulting from a . 

synthesis due to categories and forms of intuition, Kant grounded all 

that can be known of man and the world in the mind, in reason#

The Ealstensphilosophie of Karl Jaspers goes beyond Kant to 

reground philosophy in Esistens, something broader and more basic 

than mind in the Kantian sense, Jaspers grounds man and world in 

the concrete existing,, total individual. Although Jaspers gives a 

more intensive and prolonged expression of this tendency in philosophy 

it does appear outside of Existentialism, in the thought of such 

philosophers as budwig Wittgenstein and Alfred North Whitehead, In 

his studies of logic and language, Wittgenstein is not satisfied 

with the traditional answers given by philosophers, but asks what it 

is that we actually do when we do logic and use language. He theo-v 

rises less than the traditional philosopher, preferring to ground 

his philosophizing in the phenomenological, the actual, as when.he 

counsels, "Denk nicht; sondern schauP'

1 ludwig Wittgenstein, Philosophical Investigations, trans. 
G,E,M. Anseombe, (Hew Yorks The Macmillan Company,1959), p,66
■ ' ■ : . • v ■ - v i " -' : :y '.' ' : ' ■ ■■' -
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fhe same tendency, this time with the ultimate goals of the ol4 

metaphysicians, can be found in Whitehead, who also begins with 

the actual, refusing to be caught up in the circles and endless re
flections of epistemology. Whitehead’s '̂actual entity*' is really

' ■' ' ' ' ' ' '-"■■■ - 2the monad of-Leibnitts made existential ,% Jaspers is concerned prima

rily.wSfchiethics and-llfe,.the existential problems, Wittgenstein 

with logic smd language, Whitehead with the totality of the universe 

Each uses a differeht, method, has different goals. and deals in : : 

different realms and yet each, in a new way, an existential way, 

sounds the clear note of his-time, ,

Jaspers, rings the existential.;:note more , clearly , than, any 

other philosopher of the age. He philosophizes from his own situ

ation, the situation of being- caught in a world, caught between life 

and :death. In life, between birth and; death, darkness and darkness, 

he wants to. know why he is here and hpw he may find the answers to 

M s  ;questions^ But the answers,. he finds, do not come easily. At 

the beginning of his ?.three-volume work, Philosophie, Jaspers has a 

section entitled,. ."Ausgang des Philosophierens von unserer #tUatiom 

(Emergence of Philosophy out of our own Situation), This section 

forms.the basis from which the philosophizing of.Jaspers.springs:

V ,;l-. :',;.;;iWenn; ieh Fragen- s,telle wie .dieses was .1st' das Sein?—  
warum 1st etwas, warum ist hicht nichts? --wer bin ich? -- 

. was will ich eigentlich?,--so bin ich mit solchen Fragen 
nie am Anfang* Ich stelle sie aus einer Situation heraus,

. in der,leh michV herkommend aus einer Fergangenheit, finde,
. Eum Bewusstsein meiner selbst erwaehend, sehe ich mich 

in einer,Welt, in der ich mich orientiere; ich hatte Binge

 ̂ For those interested in the history of Existentialism and 
such comparisons as are stated: here an .excellent source is.; Paul 
Tillich, "Existential Philosophy," Journal of the History of Ideas, 
5:1, 44-70, 1944,
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ergriffen xmd sie wieder fallen lassen; es war alles fraglos 
selbstverat’ancllleli und rein gegenw&rfelg, Jetat aber, mlch 
verwundernd, frage ieh, was denn eigentlieh tst$ denn alles 
ise sehlecbthin verganglieh; ieh war nicht am Asfang und bin 
nicht am Ende» Selbsfc zwischen Anfang und inde frage ich 
naeh Anfang und Ende.

Auf diese Frage moehte ieh Antwort, die mir Halt gibt. 
JBenn in detoBewnsstein' meiner Situation, die ich weder restlos 
erfasse noch in ihrer Herkunft durchschaue, bin ich von einer 
unbestimmten Angst gedrangt, . Ich vemag sie nur zu sehen in 
der Bewegung, in der ieh mit ihr in steter Verwandlung der 

, Bewegting, in der ieh mit ihr in steter Verwandlung hintiber- 
gleite aus einem Bunkel, in dem ich nicht war, in ein Bunkel, 

v. in dem ieh nichti:war, in ein Dunkel, in dem ich nicht sein 
werde, « » ,Ich suehe das Sein, das nicht nur verschwindet.'

When I raise questions such as these. What is being?-- 
Why something rather than nothing? Who am I— What do 1 
actually want? I am never with such questions at a 
Starting, point,, ; I; raise them out. of .a situation In-whieh -'- 
I find myself coming from a past,
. Awakening to a new consciousness of, myself, 1 see . 

myself in a world, in which I am oriented; I had eom- 
, prehended.things and then let them fall; it was all merely

unquestioning self-evidence and purely momentary, Wow,
; , however, wondering .1 asked, ."What is in actuality?".Because

everything'is absolutely trahsitory i was never at the be- 
. ; ginning.and mn not now at the end. Even between, the be

ginning and the end I ask for the beginning and the end,
, -i would like an answer, to these questions which would

give me a resting place. For in the awareness of my situ- 
, ation, whieh 1 neither.completely comprehend nor penetrate 

' "/""to its origins, 1 am propelled by an indefinite fear. 1 
can Only see the moment in which I, in constant change, 
glide out from a dark in which 1 was not, into a dark in 

. .. which I shall ,not be, . , 1 search for Being that,-will'hot
ever disappear,3

One function of Jaspers!philosophising is to deal with such source 

questions,' These questions arise from the perplexity of being here 

and not understanding how or why we have come to this most re

markable of'all..places,.It,' is, such. thinking as this that, propels > 

us toward true philosophizing. All the Existentialists are

Karl Jaspers, Philosophie,.(Berlin: Springer-verlag, 1956), 
Band I, p, 1, (Translation my own,)
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eoneerned with these questions« Jaspers * ’’Emergence of Philosophy 

out of our own Situation11 gives evidence for this similarity when 

compared to the following passage from Kierkegaard:

.. '"'''One sticks one's finger into the soil to tell by the 
smell in what land one is: I stick my finger into existence-- 
it smells of nothing. Where am I,? . Who am I? How come I 
here? Shat is this thing called the world? What does this 
world mean? Who is it that has lured me into the thing, and 
now 1 eaves me here? Who am I? How did I come into the world? 
Shy was 1 not consulted, why not made acquainted with its 
manners and customs. , .? How did I obtain an interest in 
this big enterprise they call reality? Shy should I have 
ah interest in it? Is it hot a voluntary concern? And if 
I am to be compelled to take■p&rt in it, where is the 
director? I should like to make a remark to him, ^

It is the presence of these source questions, as opposed to the

epistemologieal and logical questions of orthodox philosophy,

that mark a work as existential, Wiet?sche, considered by many;

to be an Existentialist* expresses this same concern:

‘We are unknowing, we knowers, ourselves to ourself: 
this1 has its pWh good reason. We have never searched for 
ours elves--How" should it then come to pass, that We should e 
ever find ourselves? , „ ,As far as the rest of life with its 
so-called experiences is concerned, which of us has even 
sufficient serious interest? Or sufficient time? In our 
dealings with such points of life, we are, I fear, never 

■ properly to' the point; to be.precise our heart is not there, 
and certainly not our ear, gather like one who, delighting 
in a divine distraction, pr sunken in the seas of his own 
soul, in whose ear the clock has just thundered in all its 
force twelve strokes of noon, suddenly wakes up, and asks 
himselfi "What in point of fact has this struck?" So do we 
at times rub ourselves, as it were, our puzzled ears, and 
ask in complete astonishment and complete embarrassment? ;
"Through what have we in point of fact just lived?" further, 
"Who are we in point of fact?" and count, after they have 
Struck, as I have explained, all the twelve throbbing beats 

. of the clock of our experience, of our life, of our being—  
ah— and count,wrong in the endeavor. Of necessity we remain

^ So Kierkegaard, Repetition, trans, Walter Lowrie, (Princeton 
Princeton University jfeess,. 1941), p» 114, . .
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' 'Strangers'- to ourselves, we understand ourselves not, in our
selves we are bound to be mistaken, for of us hold good to 
all eternity the motto. Each one is the farthest away from 
himself;--as far as ourselves are concerned we are not 
■ ‘:imowerSe''’® : ;■ v ‘ '

It can be seen from these three lengthy quotations why Jaspers 

considers that Nietzsche and Kierkegaard made fundamental con

tributions to the very basis of his philosophizing* They are 

absolutely necessary to an understanding of existential, in

quiry, ' 'y / ,y y1 " _ y "

Kierkegaard and Kant have had more influence on Jaspers 

than any other philosophers* A separate section will be devoted 

to Kierkegaard and Kant will be dealt with throughout the paper 

whenever it seems necessary*

5 The Philosophy of Niefssche, The genealogy of Morals, 
trans, Horace -B"= Samuel, (New York: .Modern Library, Random House Inc 
1954), pp. ;-621-d22, ;/;:  ̂ ■ ■: : ' ' - ; . , '
. . The Interpretation of Kant is my own* I have attempted y
to reinterpret him in the light-of possibilities opened up by ex
istential thinking. My interpretation depends upon the totality of 
the three Critiques. It depends on the totality of Kant, seen in 
bfOad outline rather than in detail as Is usually the ease.



;; . > ' ; chapter,n  ' . •
Tlie Contributions of Soren Kierkegaard

In Reason ana Existenz, Jaspers presents a discussion of the 

origin of his philosophizing and the origin of the contemporary 

philosophical situation^ both of which he attributes to Nietzsche 

and Kierkegaard. We shall now examine some of the ways in which 

his philosophiging was influenced by Kierkegaard.

Suspicion of Scientific Men.

Kierkegaard and Jaspers have both expressed suspicion of 

scientific men. Although Kierkegaard believed in the correctness 

of science in its own sphere, he believed that such mere scientific 

correctness was insufficient for questions dealing with Existenz. 

Jaspers, too, does not criticize scientific method when it is applied 

Within its own proper sphere, and, unlike most Existentialists, has 

a profound respect for scientific methodology. He even states that 

no one can properly philosophize until he is firmly grounded in one 

of the sciences. In the Idea of a University, he stresses again and 

again the vital importance of teaching proper methodological pro-

. oedures. There are, however, questions that resist application of

methodology and yet are valid questions. Jaspers approaches such

  T  ..
The origin of consciousness is one of these questions. In 

the Journals Kierkegaard says, . .that a man should simply and pro
foundly say that he cannot understand how consciousness comes into ex- 
istence-“is perfectly natural. But that a man should glue his eye to 
a mieroscope and stare and stare and stare— and still not be able to 
see how it happens— is ridiculous, and it is particularly ridiculous

■: ' ■ ' .■ . ' ' . 6 ' ' ' '
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questions partly through ,!Exisfcenz clarification. ” Like Kier

kegaard, he objects to any expansion of scientific method into a 

metaphysics or into an attempted system of total knowledge. But 

he then goes beyond Kierkegaard to take a position closer to Kant.

The scientific (Kant; The Realm of the Understanding), and the 

existential (Kant; The Realm of Pure Practical Reason), have their 

own spheres. Jaspers would have a philosopher study science in 

order to know the validity of scientific knowledge and to become 

aware that there are limits to scientific objectivity which must be 

exceeded in philosophy.

Being as Interpretation.

Kierkegaard internalizes the Hegelian dialectic. Man is 

always in a process, always in a state of becoming. Knowing, too, 

is always in a process. Knowledge is interpretation; it never 

reaches an end. Jaspers has thought "always on the way." Philoso

phizing out of our own historicity, we start with certain categories 

of thought. We can never find a presuppositionless starting point.

Jaspers, like Kant, says of reason, .its work must always remain
2 ' ■■■ ' '' " : \ : . ... . . incomplete." Kierkegaard owes a debt to Hegel and, perhaps, in

directly to Kant, for the insight that knowing and world are always 

interpretation.

when it is supposed to be serious." Robert Bretall (ed.), A Kier
kegaard Anthology, (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1946), p.430.

7 Immanuel Kant *s Critique of Pure Reason, trans . Norman Kemp 
Smith, (London: Macmillan and Company Ltd, 1958), p. 7,



Maskso . ' ; .

.Kierkegaard stresses the need for an indireet mode of com

munications particularly when the attempt is being made to communicate 

notions involving existence,. In thinking, the subject must think his 

own Existeng along with whatever else he is considering. Therefore, 

the mode of communication must communicate both what is at issue and 

the subject himself« Indirect.communication is the sole way of com- 

municating genuine truth. It is required by the ambiguity of genuine 

truth in temporal existence. Masks necessarily belong to the truth; 

there are no truths free-floating in the air, Jaspers, too, feels 

the need for an indirect mode of communication* An excellent example 

of this is his treatment of Existerns. He does not set down its 
meaning in propositions, but instead attempts to "clarify" Existeng, 

this clarification constituting a mode of indirect communication. 

Against the System,

Kierkegaard stands opposed to every self-enclosed rationality. 

In Concluding Unscientific Postscript, he carries on a long polemic 

against the system and particularly against the Hegelian system which 

was.dominant in his day, Kierkegaard:states, "The positiveness of ;■ 

historical knowledge is illusory, .since it is approximation-knowledge 

,"9 In one • sense, ,'he accepts .part of the Hegelian dialectic and 

uses ■ it .against the system. The world is in processis always be- 

caning..In view of this, how can we obtain knowledge of it.?, .No.

 ̂ Kierkegaard"s Concluding Unscientific Postscript, trans, 
David F, Swenson, completed Walter Lowie (Princeton; For American- 
Scandinavian Foundation, Princeton University . Press, 1941), p, 7,5 ,
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sooner does one.complete the system than he finds he must add some 

paragraphs at the end. And, what Is more important, man is, himself, 

a finite creature in a process of becoming, and, being finite,, can 

only approximate the infinite. How, then, can he complete the 

system? He cannot. It must always remain unfinished, "To he . 

finished with life before life has finished with one, is precisely 

not to have finished the task," maintains Kierkegaard,

Kierkegaard levels personal or existential criticisms against 

the system-fouiIder, rather than the more common logical ones. When 

the philosopher is constructing a system with pure thought, he ab

stracts from himself , 'He directs '' his. ■phenomenological gaze .away • from 

himself, away from his own existence, toward the pure, objective 

tWught. stfeam. When this happens,; the thinker tends to believe 

absurd things, :'He forgets to ask himself , "Is this reallyithe way 

it is?,,v Kierkegaard8 s comment on the existential difficulty en

countered in the system, that, "through an existential attempt to 

be an idealist, one would learn in the course of happy years some

thing very different from the game of hide-and-seek on the lecture 

platform. There is no special difficulty concerned with being an 

idealist in the imagination: but to exist as an idealist.is an ex

tremely difficult task. . ,"is asking who could actually believe in 

the system. How is it'possible to live in Hoboken, have ingrown

: Wd.:, p. 147. ■ ; : '  ̂ ' '
' ' 5 Ibid., p. 315o >



Wemails, eat ’’MotherSs Marmalade1' and still be a Hegelian pure 

’’Let us not forget”, remarks Kierkegaards "that the 
speculative low comedy 'extravagance of assuming to be an 1-am-I, and 

nevertheless ̂ ua human being so philistine a human character that no 

man of enthusiasm could endure to live such a■ li£e--,is equally 
ridihtiloti®, ”6/ -- t V ̂ - -: . / .  -

Above all else, the system is opposed to existence, for ex̂  

istence is something that cannot be put info a system. One cannot 

include a special paragraph in vdiich it is maintained that the con

cept of existence is to be included, o ISuch a paragraph”, says

Kierkegaard^ ”ls a mockery of the entire system, that instead of being 

a paragraph in a system it is an absolute protest against the system 

A11 of Klerkegaard*s criticisms'include the assertion .'that 

the* builder of systems does not live -in what he thinks. Man is never 

Certain of his thought constructions^ ’’Nothing can become certain for 

me except my own existence”, Kierkegaard states.® Jaspers*critical 

position in1regard to the system parallels Kierkegaard * s almost 

'exactly. : \ . ■■ - . -■ "

Existenz. ' ■- ' ■ ■ • ;i':

: The key concept of Jaspers * philosophy isExisfeenz,® which

® Ibid. a p. 108.
: . 7 ' ' . v . ' ' : ■ ;

Ibid.. p. 111. ...

. 8 Ibidvi, ::p̂  75.' .

® In the Banish Kierkegaard used the word Ixistens but in the 
English translation "Existenz” has been rendered ’’existence” which was 
also used in the more::' general sense of ’’coming into being, ” as a trans
lation of the Danish ’’Tilvaerelse” as ’hliven til.”



he has taken directly from Kierkegaard, "The word Existenz," asserts 

Jaspers, ,,£'hrough Kierkegaard has taken on a sense through which we 

look into infinite depths at what defies all determinate knowledges 

The word is. ,to be taken-.with,its-Kierkegaardian, claims»,'10 , In■ ... 

the works of Kierkegaard Existeng is used primarily to refer to the 

actuality of inner human psychic being as opposed to the many un

real possibilities of the Hegelian,logic» By Existenz Kierkegaard 

means the living individual fullness of man in contradistinction to 

: the pure .idea which' Hegel, would have, him be. Ideas exist for..a sub

jectivity or for-yan1.Existence, In Concluding Unscientific' Postscript, 

Kierkegaard uses the words inwardness, subjectivity and existence to 

refer, to that which Jaspers calls Existenz (hence3 his Existenz- . - 

philosophle or the repudiated title -'Existentiallsm")* The Hegelian 

considers:"thought and being as one. ’’But existence itselfa namely, 

existence ..-as it i is; -in the individual who raises" the question ted . 

himself exists, keeps the two moments of thought and being apart,11 
c l aims K i e r k e g a a r d s The existing individual is ,r6 „ ,a synthesis

: ■ ■■ y:;"' ̂ ; 13 . ;<■; . -; . :
of the temporal and the eternal, , Many individuals are not

subjects,but remain outside of, abstraeted from, their own reai

Karl■ Jaspers, Reason and Existenz, transWilliam Earl, - 
(Londons Rautledge and Kegan Paul, 1956), p. 49,

■ Kierkegaard s Concluding Unscientific Postscript, p. 171,

' 12 Ibid. / p. 171, ; : ' .

.13 :Ibid,,,..p, 267, '
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existence. The ethical man will constantly strive, through re

petition, to maintain what he has gained3 or through striving, to. 
become, what he should be, "He would strive to develop himself with

' ■ i z . :the utmost exertion of his pqw'ers, ,

: .. Kierkegaard believed that man, led by the pure Hegelian

I-am-I professors of the nineteenth century., had strayed from the 

path of his own concrete nathte, his possibility for true existence. 

M m  must strive to become a subject for he is not, by nature, ex

istential, This givos rise to the distinction between authentic 

and inauthentic modes of existence that is so.important to Jaspers 

and the other Existentialists»

, Through the brilliant, provocative passages that constitute

Kierkegaard*s ’'indirect communication," the words existence; subject, : 

and inwardness take on meanings impossible to express in a short 

space, Jaspers, in true Kierkegaardian manner, never defines his 

terms, but lets their meanings emerge from the context of his writings« 
He reiterates a favorite concept through chapter after chapter, in 

book after book, each time in a slightly different manner, always 

relying upon indirect, communication, ,

Even though, as Kierkegaard indicates, ’"the subjective 

problem; is not something about an objective issue, but is the sub

jectivity i t s e l f t h e  concept of Existens may be summarised as

14 Ibid., p, 21,

15 Ibid,, p. 115,
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follows? It is tliie aetual, subjectivi, inward, ednscious state of 

an individual as opposed to unreal possibilities,, This inwardness 

is a union of the finite and the infinite which entails the 

separation of thought and being, Man does not always possess it; 

he may dwell inauthentically outside of itv Existens is not stable, 

but is a eonstanf striving. Its main concern is the ethical,1̂

: Kierkegaard*8 concept of the ethical is not that of a set 
objective rules. The marks of the ethical are subjectivity and choice.



GMP®ER III 
The Kantian Tradition

The age old philosophical problem of the relationship 

between the. rational and the non-rational is dealt with by Jaspers 

in what he considers to be its contemporary form, established through 

the contributions of Kierkegaard and Nietzsche. "We formulate this 

fundamental problem as that of reason and Existenz^ hi claims.

In Reason and Existenz, which forms the link between Philosophie 

■ and Von Per Warheit he states that the word reason ", ,has here 

its Kantian scope, clarity and truth," In the area of reason 

Jaspers is 'nearer 'Kant than Kierkegaard and Nietzsche, The totality 

of his thought can best be conceived of as Kantian, with fhe Existena 

of Kierkegaard placed as the animating ground of the Kantian stiper- 

.strueture, "While I was still at school, .Spinoza was the,first," 

said Jaspers, "then; Kant,, ,became the philosopher for me and has 

remained sO,"3 Jaspers could, in fact, be called a neo-Kantian, 

although it admittedly might be a rather strange and unorthodox use 

of the word"Kantian", which nevertheless is justifiable. He says

Karl Jaspers, Reason and Existenz, p, 49,

: V .

3 Walter Kaufman (ed,), Exlstentialism from Dostoevsky to 
Sartre, trans, Felix Kaufmann (New York; Meridian Book Inc,, 1956),
pe 137, v ; ' V '  ■ ■ ■ ,  ' - ' : . ■ ■  ■ : : ■ : ■

: ' ' 14 : : . • .. , / . Y ,



of himself, ’'Several« , .have justly called attention to the 
derivation of my philosophy out of Kant. . .1 have always owned 
up to Kant. . .as' a 'Kantian' I stand in opposition to neo-Kantianism" 

Jaspers, however, does not believe in the formal Kant, In his recent 

work on Kant he interprets the pSilbsophef as developing several de

signs in the First Critiquet

'Kants Gruhdgedanken lessen sieh auf mehrfache Weise 
reproduaierend entwerfen. Jeder der versuchten Entwurfe 
wollte vereinfachend die Sache klarer machen. gs 1st nidht 
absusehen, wie weitere Entwurfe moglieh sind, Kants Denken 
1st wie eine Geburtsstatte solcher Moglichkeiten, die bishef 
unerschopfilch scheinen.f "

, > ' .
1 Kant s fundamental thought lends itself to several 

reproducible designs. Saeh design needed simplifying to 
make the content eiearer. It is not to be forseen how 

_ /further designs are possible. Kant’s thinking is a birth
place of such possibilities which until the present have 

- . seemed endless. ̂  i

In opposing formalism Jaspers sees much more "looseness" in Kant

than do most. ' ' ■ " " . ;'v '

Kant maintained a threefold scheme: God, Worid and Tran-

. scenlentalrEgo, or,;the condition of all possibilities, the world of

categories'or nature, and the liing ah sich which man is. tylan, as

.nature,, exists phenomenally betweeri God, which he can61 know, and

his real Self, which he can’t know. Jaspers follows the same scheme.

The reality of the world subsists ephemerally between God and Existenz

Paul Arthur Schiipp (ed.), The Philosophy of Karl Jaspers, 
(Hew York: Tudor Publishing Comply, 1937), p. 856.

: ' 'c " . ’■ ' ;1 ; -' : '■ • ' ' e ■ • ■ ■’ ' /■ ■ ; ' '
Karl Jaspers, Die Grossen Philosophen (Munehen: K, Piper 

and Gompan^, p. 417. (The translation is my own.)



At the;one pole is Being, which cannot become an object of any , 

cognition, at the other, Existenz, which is only grasped in moral :
interaction. Between Being and Existenz lies the world of objects 

and man in the mode of his empirical self (Dasein or being-there).

The world, according to Jaspers, is neither illusion nor Being it

self, The totality of objects in the world is not Being itself. Here 

again he demonstrates his affinity for Kant. The world of nature ii 

: not -the. Ding an sieh, yet it is still objective; it is not merely a. - '

subjective disposition of thought. The necessity of the concept •

*%auseh,, 'temarhed Kant,; . .would be false if it rested only on 
an arbitrary, subjective, necessity. . : .'."'v ' / ’

jaspers is in agreement with Kant that the usual idealistic :

- and realistic explanations of the world are invalid. Being, which is : 

more than the totality of objects and relations of the world, stands ;, 

in a radical transcendence to the world. Similarly; Existenz, which 

in Jaspers philosophy substitutes for,the Kantian transcendental ego, . 

or the Ding an sieh which man is,: cannot be brought into a coherent ;.

unity with the world. "Man is: fundamentally more than he can know y ; :

of hitnself,if avers Jaspers, This position might be regarded today 

as fadical, more nearly a mysticism than a philosophy. It must rather .

Immanuel Kant's Critique of Bure Reason, trans. Norman Kemp 
Smith, (London; Macmillan and Company itd,, 1958), p, 175,

; , Karl Jaspers, May to Wisdom, trans. Ralph Manheim, (New Haven;
Yale University Press, 1954), p. 63.



be regarded as a Kantianism,, Kant also considered man more than 

he could know» He, too, posited a radical transcendence of Being.

The thing-in-itself expresses reality in a mode of radical tran

scendence. The thing-in-itself has, historically, proved to be the 
greatest stumbling block in Kantian philosophy, yet it was absolutely 

necessary. It would be a misconception to think of his phenomenalism 

as anthropocentric; all does not revolve around man’s subjectivity, 

but rather, around the real center, the thing-in-itself, or Being- 

in-itself which presents itself negatively in all of man’s experience. 

The Ping an sich is eternally there as Being-ln-itself; an ultimate 

uncognlsable transcendent. There would be no need to speak of sub

jectivity or phenomenalism in Kant if it were not for the Ding an sich. 

Jaspers, being Kantian in broad outline, stands firmly in the his

torical tradition of Western philosophy.

According to Jaspers, the self, or man, exists basically in 

two modes, first, as Dasein or "being there" as empirical self, as a 

thing among things in a world of things; Second, as Existenz, the 

dark ground of selfhood.® "My Dasein is not also Existenz, but man 

is in Dasein as possible Existenz ("Nicht mein Dasein also ist Existenz, 

sondern der Bensch ist im Dasein mogliche Existenz"). We may note 

that, in this, Jaspers has removed the split found in Kant, between

’ - A Throughout this paper I shall rely, to a great extent, even 
when not quoted, upon the unpublished partial translation and summary 
of Vol. II and of selections from Vol.I and Vol.Ill of Jaspers’ PM- 
losophie, by O.F.Wallraff. When G.F. Wallraff is listed as the tran
slator of Philosophic, it is to this unpublished, partial translation 
that I am referring.

 ̂ Karl Jaspers Philosophie, Vol. II, p. 2. (Translation my own).



the empirical ego and the will. For Kant, man.as a thing^in-itself 

with freedom may do one thing and man as an eô pirical entity may be 

forced to do another. The gap between1 the pure and the practical 

aspects of Kant’s system are overcome-by Jaspers, ■ • -
Jaspers, to a great extent, conceives of Existenz as possi

bility, This use of Existenz is a departure from Kierkegaard, who 

was anxious to set himself apart from the Hegelian "possibilities". 

Jaspers, in M s  use of Existenz, adds the possibilities, yet empha

sises the individual aspect of it. Existenz cannot be understood 

through subsumption under law; it is not general. "Existenz als sie 

selbst 1st nie allgemein,declares Jaspers, Existenz is the real 

Self, not the empirical ego nor the social, anthropological, psycho

logical self which exists in the world. The Existenz is eternal; it 

does not exist in time. The philosopher of today might take alarm 

at•this statement,• But again Jaspers stands‘in the Kantian position; 

i,e», the categories do not apply to the thing-in-itself that man is. 

Kant did not consider the empirical self in the world as the real 

Self, Incitements of inclinations and appetites are not ascribed by 

• Kant to ", , ,his proper self, i.e., his will,"

10

11
Ibid,, p. 4.

Kant8 s Critique of Practical Reason, trans, Thomas 
Kiagsmill Abbott (Londotti Longmans, Green and.Company Sixth Edition),
P- 78, ■ : ■; r ;  . 1 ; ,    :



CHAPTER IV , ■ :
World Orientation

Limits of World Orientation,

The problem of the Self will be taken up again after an 

examination of Jaspers' Weltori entjerung (world orientation)« In 

this area, Jaspers once again takes the Kantian approach. Weltorien- 

tierung, or, in Kantian terms, the old metaphysics, (not his own, on 

practical grounds), has limits; man is unable to cognize the totality 

of Being, Weltorientlerung, as a science, aims to master an existence 

that is. free from subjectivity,.Man, in his existence in the world, 

feels estranged and lost; he loses® his footing and becomes anxious«

He looks around and finds nothing secure in which to cling. Ex

istence in anguish (Angst)« But in science he sees something sub

stantial, in so far as it provides something to which he can cling.

One can lay hold of necessity, of universally valid knowledge. Science 

promises a systematic whole within which all bangs together. When 

entering the realm of science, one can do away with these uncertainties 

One may study subjectivity psychologically, physiologically and soci

ologically, by rendering it objective.

Because man only exists through society, we must study his 

nature by studying society. But a concept common to all forms of 

sociological analysis is the idea that Being as world is all. Another 

mi stake in most sociology is the claim to a complete and total con-
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ception of man* This is impossible, protesfcs Jaspers. Scientific 

method only fcells the individual what objects he encountered and by 
what means he encountered them. One, too soon, goes beyond the 

method and beyond the reach of experience, ; -
It is at this point that Jaspers proclaims man never ap

prehends. such an object as the subjectivity p£ another reality. Sub

jectivity is the center for which all objectivity has meaning. How, 

then, epuld it be turned back upon itself? "Man always remains more 

thfc he can know of himself* He is not once and for all but

is a process, '*1 Man breaks through the passivity of continual con

ditioning and renewed;, circles4 He is dependent upon his own activity, 

his own freedom whereby his life is carried on towards an unknown goal

Psychology sometimes claims to give complete knowledge of ipan. 

Psychoanalysis, for instance, claims to provide absolute knowledge 

of man. But psychoanalysis is a faith, made possible by certain 

scientific errors' Drawing upon his own experience as. a psychiatrist, 

Jaspers comments on these errors as follows: First, to understand the 

meaning of something is not to understand it's causej second, the 

character of therapeutic effect is questionable; third, there always 

remains the individual's freedom that we are unable to predict. The 

latter- point' is particularly true'in'the ; case of suicide, ; To be sure, 

there must be more study of man's body, his mind and his society.

1 .Karl Jaspers, Man in the Modern Age, trans, Eden and Cedar 
Paul, (Londoni Rautledge and Kegan Paul Ltd,, 1951), p . 146.



Jaspers is only insisting that when all the empirical sciences are
: 2' done with man, there is something left over6

Moving now to the objective, we eneounter other boundaries«

We want certainty of insight but it is only relative. We want to 
master the endless but we.cannot$ we do not grasp itj it is not 
cognisable. We discover unities, but are they the unities of the 

world? "The boundaries of world orientation relate to possible 

Esctstenz, They show at once that the world is not the same as being 

itself," concludes Jaspers, As Kant's philosophy indicates, we can 

have an idea of unity but not the unity of the world Itself,

In connection with Weitor1entierung, Jaspers examines what 

he calls the relativity of necessity. He divides necessity into

three kinds? logic and mathematics, empirical fact,. and intuition of
4 ' - ; ... .essence, . ■ :
Mathematics depends either upon postulates which are assumed 

or upon axioms that are intuitive. The former are arbitrary while 

the latter are examples of intuition of essence. In a system like 

that of Spinoza, the limit is reached in the first principles; they 

can never be proven or refuted*

In empirical fact there appears to be necessity. It is thought 

of as hard and coercive. Yet is is always involved with theory, and

in the end, the fact will depend as much upon the theory as the theory

. . Karl jaspers, Reason and Anti-Reason in Our Time, trans, '
Stanley Goodman (New Haven: Yale University Press), Chapter I.

 ̂Karl Jaspers, Philosophie Vol. I, trans. C»F. Wallraff, p.88.

Karl1 Jaspers, Philosophie Vol. I, p. 89,
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upon the facte Finally though, we come upon what is completely un“ 
intelligible:brute, fact, . ’'Investigation of actuality everywhere ; 

ends in a  stuff that - constitutes its limit (Grenee) as sheer un- 

Intel 1 igibi 1-ity and; elementary subsumption (under law),r, asserts 
Jaspets, and concludes, • : ■ '

'Wat is coercive in empirical investigation is eon- 
sequently as fact bound up with theory and as theory with fact*
It-is limited by the sheer: incomprehensibility of substance*
It nbver grasps an actu@lity in its entirety, neither aetu- 

' ality ,in ,general :aor in individual form.  ̂ - ' :

This isjan argument that is used frequently by Jaspers* He

claims that in any theory or system, seientific or philosophical, ,
one finally comes upon something "merely: there'', something uhexplained,

incomprehensible .■or irrational« . All apprehension of the human mind

must end in such ,''shipxcreek: In this . sear.ch for the completely

necessary, the theory must, in time, turn loose of actuality and

retreat into, logical;certainty„ :It then runs aground on the pfeher

relativity*?depeh4ence upon.p r e s u p p o s i t i o n s ' ''
. ' In the intuition of essence (Husserl, Santayana), the major

problem is that of communication, One can never be sure that another
individual perceives what he perceives.

In the search for necessity that would make a complete world '

orientation possible, we find that the necessity in which thought was
to come to rest collapses into relativity , ' - ;''';

: Ibid*, ,p,-.,21« (trans, Q«, -Fv Wal 1 raff) „
Ibid., p, 41, (trans, C.F* Wallraff)»



- : In eons id er ing end! es sness • (Endiosigkeit). or inf init.y,' Jaspers

asserts, that?we may conclude from the old arguments about infinity

that We can Investigate only finite systems, .But.he maintains
. ; ' . ' ■ . .■ ' 7"endlessness is real as;the possibility of unlimited progress".

We are only sure of; finite objects in the world, not of the world as 

a whole. Logical arguments of the understanding deal with finite 

objects, ’ Such- arguments, when they deal;wi£h infinity as though it 

were an object, falsify-it by making: it finite. One may find in

finity in ideabut inattempting to objectify the idea, one runs into 

contradictions or■antinomies, Rant has shown that one, cannot haye 
both infinity; and actuality, Similarly, in Weltorientelerung • >we 

remain' always tin: ■ pursui t> we- • always have- a -bound ary and ''after- over-- ... 

coming it a new b o u n d a r y , ; ; ..

Unittainability of the•Unity of the WorId," ' '

In'ebasidering the pbsSibility of man attaining'unity in his 
view of the Worldj" Jaspers reflebts again his indebtedness to Kant,

All the unitywe see 'is ’ in the 'world, and not of' the world. .;"THe , 

unity of the world has only heuristic value,"says’ Jaspers, "since it 

points tie i?ayy but is not given."9 ' For Jaspers,. as for Kant, the idea 

of unity is a 'regulatiye principle and not a constitutive one.

-*7 ■Ibid., p. 94,

* ' ibid.,' p, 101. h/- .-.
9 ibid,, trans,, fi.F. Wallraff, p. 104,
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If we look at what Jaspers calls the four spheres of actuality 

of the world, we find that they are related to each other but that 

there is no logical transition from one to the other* They are, 

inorganic nature, life as organism, the soul and Geist, It is 

Jaspers1 contention that the more we learn of these areas the less 

the unity of the world seems possible* It is not the case that we 

gain too much knowledge for the. mind to synthesize* It is rather 

that in gaining knowledge of these areas there develops an awareness 

of tension between them; they appear more clearly as radically differ

ent spheres* When we do go from one to the other it is not a 

derivation of one from the other, but a leap* When we are in one sphere 

the reality of the others seems dubious* We may attempt the reduction 

of one sphere to another but in doing so we render the one invisible 

and incomprehensible.

We can bring the separate spheres together only by vague 

analogies as, for instance, when we insist that life is mechanism or 

that society is an organism. Any comprehensive theory is adequate for

only one sphere and in casting light upon the one, it degrades the 
10others. There are comprehensive theories.for one sphere, but, Jaspers

claims, there is simply no scientifically fruitful, comprehensive,
3* JL -theory of the world in general, A primitive may see the world as an

10 Ibid*, p* 107.

11 Ibid*, p. 107,



animated unity, while to many moderns,, it may appear as mechanism< 
But these deceptions become impossible to the measure in which de

cisive knowledge is gained in the different spheres.

We may conclude the section on world orientation by saying 

that any total knowledge of man or world is impossible.



CENTER V 
The Encompassing

There is a topic, related to Me.LtjoglesLt-le-KHBg, which was 

conceived by Jaspers after he completed Philosophies This is the 

concept of Encompassing. '. Jaspers, like Kant, is concerned with soul, 

World and God. He deals with the third part of the Kantian trinity 

under Being, Transcendence and Encompassing, ^Everything that be

comes an object for me,11 Jaspers says;;v >

?approaches me, as it were, from the dark background of 
Being. Every object is a deteMinate being (as this con
fronting me in a subjeet-object division), but never all 
Being. No beidg known as an bbjeet is the Being. Does 
hot the sum of all objects form the totality of Being?
No. As the heriaon encompasses all.things in a landscape 
so all objects are encompassed by that in which they are,,.
.The horizon moves with us land ' re-establishes itself ever '■ 

anew, as the Encpmpassing at each moment, . ^

Jaspers would inquire after the Being that recedes from all horizons, 

which never becdmes an object. The Encompassing, as this Being, makes 

its presence, known bnt does not itself appear. It is that from Which 

everything comes to us, > / .

There is a Kantian type hotioh in the doneept of the En
compassing, which, though not explicit in Kant s philosophy, could only 
have been developed from it, Jaspers informs us that in analogy to

t Walter Kaufman, Existentialism, p. 49,



Kantian transcendental fchinking, the Encompassing is ’V  e ,to be
; , - - . '■ v ; . 2 ' : . '

ascertained as tbe condition of all possibility,Ir

Light is shed upon the Encompassing by inquiring into its 

Kantian analogy, Kant stated, "The concept of what thus possesses 

all teality is just the concept of a thing-in-itsel£.as completely 

determined. This idea of a' supreme and material condition of the 

possibility of all that esistS"-the condition to which all thoughts 

of objects, so far as their content is concerned, has to be traced 

back," This "possibility of all that exists" is the "primordial 

being" or God of Kant, Even though it is inappropriate for reason 

to take the "ideal" of God to exist as a thing-lnritself, all thought 

of objects can and must be traced back to this "ideal," It appears 

as bare possibility of ground, . ; ■'V: ' ,=:

The Encompassing has two modes; one as Being itself, in and 

through which we are, the other as the Encompassing which we are, in

which all being appears to us as such, In either case, the En-
' - ’ . :•>. - ' : . : : , •. . . " • ' .5 • . . ' ' .compassing is ,the self-supporting ground of Being," ': - ■

We have seen, in the discussion of world orientation, that

when inquiring into the world, we come quickly to the limits. The

same is true wfeeh inquiring into God Or Transcendence, Accordingly,

 ̂ Paul Arthur Schilpp (ed,). The Philosophy of Karl Jaspers, 
'p, - 792, % • ’ .

7 . 3 ' . ■' V'-' : ' •Kants Critique of Pure Reason, p. 490,

4 Ibid,, p, 493,

Jaspers, Reason and Existens, p. 52, ■ . : 1



Jaspers declares* ■ , . . .  . ,

v̂ Of the two approaches to Being as the Encompassing, , 
the most usual and natural way for every beginning philosophy 
is toward Being in itself, conceived as nature, world or God, 
However, we shall approach it from the other, and since Kant

, unavoidable way, we shall search, into the Encompassing which
we are. Although we know, or at least take into account, the 
fact that;the Encompassing, which we are is in no wise Being 
itself, still this can be seen in critical purity only after 
we have: gone, to the end , of the path opened by Kanty ®

Only by inquiring into the Encompassing that we are, are we able 

to gain intimations.of Transcendence, to gain firm ground for a Tran

scendence of thought . to the Being which,we, .are not but which,includes 

uso It cannot be gained directly. In searching directly for Being 

itself, we must go from a nothing, so to speak, to the source of all|

we have no ground from which to make the leap, , But in starting from

the animating ground, the source, the Encompassing that we are, and 

traveling, through all its modes, we are finally pushed to a leap, a 

transcending of thought, to obtain Being, itself ..We are not given 

knowledge of Being itself, however, but gain It in symbol.

/Being is neither subjective nor objective, but rather is the 

bond between the two, Jaspers insists that, . .the true,path of

philosophizing lo@##' neither the subject nor the object in,the ap-
' ' ’ ' . - - . ’ . . 7pearance/of objectivity, but instead grasps Being in their polarity

We, in our apprehension of Being, grasp it in the sliding back and

forth between subjectivity and objectivity, or as.Jaspers explainsj

6 Ibid., p. 54, ■ ,
- ' 7 'Karl Jaspers, Truth and Symbol from Von der Wahrheit, trans

Jean T„ Wild, William Klubach, William Kirtmel, (New Yorki Twayne
Publishing), p. 31. . , . ;
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The grasping of Being does not, however, occur through 

a subject which would be an arbitrary point and which would 
have all Being solely in the opposite object. On the contra
ry, the Being of the subject itself is the necessary condition 
for the presence of Being through a content which appears from 
out of the depth of subjectivity, Consciousness of Being lies 
simultaneously in the grasping of the object and in the con
summation of subjectivity.

At one time Being looks like an object in its fulness 
towards which an interchangeable subject-point (consciousness 
in general) is directed. Then, on the contrary, it looks like 
a contentful event of an ever single historical subjectivity 
which apparently merely attaches its own content to the ex
ternal point of Being-an-object which obtains all of its con
tent only through the movement of the subject.

On one hand stands the corporeality of the empirical 
world, the solidity of an observed and accepted reality, the 
ontological objectivity of philosophically conceived Being.
It seems as though the will to objectify achieves the support 
of Being,

On the other side stands the present content of ex
periencing. I complete what Being is, when it is Being for 
me, . «in point of fact, however, there is not separated 
duality of subjectivity and objectivity. Both are insepa
rably bound together. The presence of Being is in the 
movement which grasps and permeates subject and object simul
taneously. ;

Ultimately this can be seen only in symbol. We. may state it verbally

but it remains unconvincing. Only through symbol does it gain a

reality for us.

If we search into the Encompassing which we are, we find we

must travel through three modes of this Encompassing, , .

The first of these is empirical existence. This is what

first shows itself to empirical consciousness in the particularities
gof matter, living body and soul, ’’Everything which is empirically

O Karl Jaspers, Truth and Symbol, p. 22.
9 .Karl Jaspers, Reason and Ixistena, p. 54,
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actual for me, *' says Jaspers, ’’must in some sense be actual as a part 
of my being, or, for example, in the continually perceptable presence 
of my body as it is touched, altered, or as it is p e r c e i v i n g , We 
are, in this mode, an object among objects in a world, As soon as we 
become an object of investigation we are absorbed into the incompre

hensible other, the world as nature; we are not yet properly human.
The second mode is consciousness-as-such (Bewusstsein uberhaupt). 

’’Only what appears to our consciousness as experienceable, as an object, 

has Being for us. What does not appear to consciousness, what in no 
wise touches our cognition, is as good as nothing for us,” says 

Jaspers, "Hence," he continues, "everything which exists for us must

take on that form in which it can be thought or experienced by conr
' ' . ; . 12 ' : - ’ :seiousness," The fact that all must appear in a form which is

possible for consciousness to entertain is what imprisons us in the

Encompassing of thinkability. This is the mode of universally valid

knowledge.

Finally, there is spirit (Geist) as the third mode of the 

Encompassing which we are, "Spirit is the totality of intelligible

thought, action and feeling-— a totality which is not a closed object
: ' '" ' v : Y  ' 'v :; ■ V:". • ' 1 3  - v  ' ■ . ' ‘ 'for knowledge but remains idea," In so defining spirit, Jaspers

seems to be holding a Hegelian notion of spirit (Geist)0

10 Ibid,, p. 54.

' 11 Ibid,, p, 55.

... 12 Ihid., p, 51, ; ,
:  13 V  . /  . : — ■ ■  ' V  :■

Ibid,, p. 57. . ■ .. .



As empitieal exlstents we are bound to our basis in matter, 

.IMevaM-.,psyche,; <toen;:understan4ing;:oyr;sel»es as objects in this % 

horison, we see ouESelyes as finite objects in an infinity, only from 

v the: outside. But as spirit we are related to everything eompre- 

hensible, and we make the world and ourselves sbmething intelligible.

Finally, with the three modes of the Eneompassihg which We 

are and the Encompassing as Being itself, we come to Ekistenz which, 

in a .sehse> is an Encompassing,. :Jaspets/regards it as an Encompassing 

"not in the sense of the vastness of all horizons, but rather in the 

sense of ,a fundamental origin, the edndition of selfhood without which
' ■ ■ ■  ' / /'- - / '  ̂ \ ■ 14 :" - ' ■ -  '.all the vastness of Being becomes a desert,11 Existeng is the ani-

; mating ground ofall modes of the E n c o m p a s s i n g . ' ' , ' 1

Ekistenz, which is.the true Self, or the ground of Selfhood, 

is bound inextricably into the larger web of Jaspers® thought. The 

individual is in a worlduas Dasein (being-there), as empirical self.

; In DaSein he is possible Ekistenz, Behind his Dasein lies his true. 

Selfs the ultimate subjectivity which has his experiences, butVwhich 

he can never, by turning about conceptually, apprehehd, - Behind the 

world of objects is Being itself. This is the Kantian superstructure; 

transcendental unity of apperception, world, including the psycho

logical self; and finally, the Mng an sleh, or, according to this 

interpretation, Being in itself, ' . ■ ■ . ■. :, '



CHAPTER VI

Bxistenz

Wherever we look, either into man or world, we come upon 

ineomprehensibility; we find no total unities. Everywhere our com

prehension encounters boundaries^ Upon encountering the boundaries 

we come to a stop; thought flounders. Yet, precisely at this point, 

we seem to feel the possibility of the greatest understanding. The 

boundaries point beyond themselves to something else, something 

strange, yet whsa shifting our gaze to this beyond, our sight fails 

and we find ourselyes again back in the world behind the boundaries.

In our search for understanding, we examine all the sciences of man, 

anthropology, sociology, psychology, physiology, neurology, etc. We 

learn about his brain and how impulses affect his nervous system. We 

understand his value system and how it is affected by his environ

ment. But this is only knowing man as an object, not as a subject. 

Something vital is left out; that which is happening as the individual 

experiences life. As we read a paper, or talk to a friend, we see 

no chemicals, no acting nerve centers. Rather, we experience phenomena 

we experience life, which contains a thousand times more than any 

theory of man has yet been able to include; out very existence. We 

may learn of freudian dynamics, yet the existent who has them remains, 

somehow, much more. What is missing isy in Jaspers special sense, 

Bxistenz. Subjectivity, Jaspers believes, cannot be reduced to sense
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perceptioni "It is not enough that the sun is shining, I must see

it shine and that is more than a sense perception of the eye. It 

is an event of the entire subjectivity .whose mood, ardor and rapture 

feel the soul of a world radiant with sunlight,"

It is possible to grasp the empirical. ego, the Casein, 

scientifically, through method, but this is not true of Exxstenz, 

Existens is, ultimafeiy, the Subjectivity for which all methods, all 

arguments have meaning,,. :Existens can only be appealed to.,, Jaspers 

uses, ■ as a method for explaining. ExiSteha, what he cMls ExistensT 

clarification. (Existenaerhellung)It is the individual’s subjectivity 

thatyis being .spoken, to; otherwise,: the, method would fail,. It is im

possible .for Jasper8:.1 ’Existens-:elarification’' to - refer.-to an.' Existenz • 

other, than his ,.:own,-;,: for. in’ that ease, -Existeng would .be viewed;' as-.-an . .

':objeetî the;;.yery ̂ thing'daspers ,Wishes :ttiravoidv-' : " ; ■

" The cxistence Gf Existens, Jaspers eniphasizes, cannot be 

'.proven,,..In: this-.there. is a .slight turning, about of the Kantian po

sition, The thing - in 4 itself, .said Kant, cannot; be. known, but it can b e
. ■■■■ - ' • - - ■ y.; - . r -. - • ' % v ...-. ' . - . ■ - ' ; , -proven, Jaspers holds,;that it cannot be proven hut that we can be

conscious, Of it; that there is, in ..fact, a peculiar type of Conscious-

ness:'vof Existenz , that,,.!s-,dif£erent ..from; empirical, eonseiousness dr con- 

.-seiousnes's.".,as -isuch (Eewusstsein uhefhaupt)^ . - ' : ; ' .
' Existenz is that. which -has been called soul or : self in .the, -

history of philosophy and psychology, Jaspers appropriated "Exisfcens"

I ; '' ' ' ' - '. ' . " ' - .Karl Jaspers,. Truth and Symbol, -p-,,- 23. _ -



in order that, by using a new word, the old associations might more 

easily be broken. In using 'Sxistens,11 he wants the individual to 

refleet back to his own'existence, to that from which he lives.

Existenz will help to avoid the thought of substance. The Self must 

not be thought of as substance in the old sense. However, Jaspers 

does believe that for moral purposes, we must think of our Selves 

as sbmething like substance; that is, I must think of my Self as; 

something for its own sake and not merely a collection of impressions. 

This follows the Kantian formulation; we must think of ourselves as 

a simple substance, on practical grounds. Yet we are not permitted, 

on the grounds of pure reason, to ascribe substance to the thing-in- 

itself which we are. . - - J. . :

"Existenz" helps us to exclude such terms as "faculty psychology 

from our thinking. Our Dasein, or empirical self, may be thought of in 

terms of faculties, but it .Is-.'difficult to think of our .hgxistenz- "

#8' a 'faeulty, - v;. v.

The soul should not be thought of as a thing, and yet, it is 

frequently conceived as such. We are hot, however, inclined to think 

of our very existence as an object. "Existenz" is not an object in : 

the world. It is that from which we live, ,lWe" means the subjects 

who are now apprehending, not objects over there which are being 

studied. As subjects caught in life situations, as Existenz, we do 

not live from chemicals or neurons. This we do only as objects of 

scientific study, persons as Dasein, (being there)* Hence, the 

separation of Dasein and Existenz as two aspects of our Being.
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If this distinction is true, then Jaspers is correct and 

science will never gain complete knowledge of man. But then, does 

anyone really believe that science can explain man? An explanation 

is required, for the significance of the question lies in the meaning 

of "really". -• - ; - . ,

For example, how many Christians ever really believe that 

the Bible is the word of God? Many would say, "Of course I believe 

in the Bible as the word of God.n They could then be asked if they 

had read the Bible through many times and made themselves acquainted 

with its every statement:. Most would reply that they had not, but 

that they, nevertheless, believe it to be the word of God. We have 

something vety strange here. If anyone really did believe that the 

Maker of the entire universe and man himself set out to write a book 

in which is given the reason for the world s construction, the meaning 

of man, and what man is to do to gain everlasting life, he would spend 

his every moment, like a thing possessed, in pouring over these divine 

utterances and muttering them to himself day and night so as to fix 

them in his poor, weak;consciousness. Do we see such activity? Very 

seldom. Most believers do not believe. Are they trying to deceive us 

or even themselves? Hof* they are only poor humans, ill-equipped, as 

we all are, to experience life and their own totality of thought, 

feeling and existence. ‘

It is aaaiagous to this "really do not believe" in the 

religious example, that I mean "really do not believe" when I say we 

really do not believe that science explains man. Those who would 

think that matter in motion in space ultimately explains all, when
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looking on the faces of friends, see more there than simply empty, 

meaningless, dead matter in a particular configuration moving in 

such and such a way* Their-very lives 'at1every moment befcray their 

beliefs, those who’ belihve .in a relativistic ethics, when put to 

’the test, do not really believe it all right to stick ice picks in 

old ladies6 heads and it is not simply that they believe themselves 

conditioned otherwise. We do not live in what we thinki We do not 

stop to think how inadequate our learning theories and condition and 

response theories ate to explain the totality of a single insthnbe 

of lived experience. There 1 is a secret in life, a profound deepness, 

*deep‘6r than any day can k n o w , 1 - ' ■

' * This ‘Meephess’1 is jaspers* ixistens. Through it we Took

into infinite'depths^  ̂' ' " ’ 1 ”
' 1 ' Itmust be strongly'emphasised that science itself isnof

being criticized but only the expansion of methodology beyond its ex

planatory powers. In Reason and Anti-Reason in Our Time, Jaspers 

severely criticises psychoanalysis^ as it tends towards a faith rather 

than a methodology. He does, however, believe that psychoanalysis : 

gives knowledge of%ani ' y'- ' ' ' 1 / ' ' "  - ^ 11' " r-1

' ; Part of this knowledge is, for example, the observation
of transposition in cases of hysteria (in the work of Breuer , 
and Freud), and Of the extraordinary significanee of ex̂  
perience in infancy and earlyr childhood: the effect of certain

” experiehces in many physical illnesses such as asthma," ulcers
of the stomach. Graves disease, and sp on; the attentioh which 
has been'drawn to the effect of certain violent repressions 
of memory, to, the connections of meaning which can be seen . 
in cases of pSyehoses and to the heaiing effect of confession,

' Karl Jaspers, Reason and Anti-Reason in Our Time, trams. ,
Stanley Godman (New Haven: Yale University Press), p, 92.
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M l  of the sciences give ws some knowledge^ la faet, Jaspers 

believes that f,in range, amplitude and manifoldness of cognition 

■alone the facts of modern seieaee are without their like in the whole 

precediag.course; of .history - ■ '/■ .

<i ■ - '■ -■ '■ • - " . ' "J Karl Jaspers, The Origin and Goal of History, trans. 
Michael Bullock, , (Hew. Havenj Yale University Press, 1953), p. 82.



CHAPTER VII 
Existenz and Freedom

Jaspers8 entire philosophy relates to human existence. It 

is important to recognize, however, that even though the moral 

concern is paramount, he is not a moral philosopher and does not, 

himself, consider his philosophy to be moral philosophy in the usual 

sense, A more apt title, and one to which there would be wide a- 

greement, is "Existential," a term including the moral but having 

much broader meaning. The existential is concerned with man as he 

actually exists and with the problems he encounters in "being-here." 

The existential is concerned with guilt, fear, llemliness and death. 

All other philosophical pursuits (epistemology, logic, metaphysics, 

etc.) are considered only as they relate to man: how he exists and 

how he ought to exist. Jaspers, in recalling his search for a true 

philosophical attitude, writes:

Philosophy did not mean simply cogpsizanee of the 
universe (that results from the sum total of the sciences 
in constant indetermination and transition), nor epistemology 
, . ., nor the knowledge of the systems and text of the 
history of philosophy (such knowledge touches only the 
surface of our thinking). Philosophy grew in me through my 
finding myself in the midst of life itself. Philosophical 
thought is practical activity, although a unique kind of 
activity. ,

Philosophic meditation is an accomplishment by which I 
attain Being and my own Self, not impartial thinking which

38
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studies a subjeet with indifference. , ■ ■ V ' ■ ’ '

. The aim of philosophy is an activity by which one attains
his own true self. This is a new.type of philosophy, one resembling 
moral philosophy. It is. Existentialism, or in Jaspers terms, 
Existenzphilosophie. Once again Jaspers is in accord with Kant.
■ .Rant - emphasised; the ' moral; above ■ the logical, metaphysical and., e-. . 
pistemologieal aspects of philosophy. He refers to the moral phi

losophy,, as; Ithe "whole voeatipn of man" and .says-.;. "On account of this 
superiority which moral philosophy has over-all other occupations of 
reason, the ancients, in their use of the term "philosopher" always 
meant, more especially, the moralist,,, Jaspers, in this view,
is in line with Rant rather than the Kantian tradition, for it has
■ always stressed precisely what Eanf'/didr'hoi:,,. the epistemological, ■'

How does one attain his o^n Self! Jaspers is referring here 
to the realization of possible Existens, As Basein, man is not yet ': 
fillly what he can be. One way of becoming fully one8s Self is by 
realising, in an unconditioned act, one's freedom, through .freedom ; 
possible Existehs is realized, .

We have no conception of freedom that will allow us to ask 
questions about freedom. It is the fact that I am not an object that 
can be conceptually kho!% that leads me to believe in the- possibility

i . ■ . ... . :Walter Kaufman, Existentialism, p, 138, 

'-j Kant8 s Critique of Pure Reason, p, 658,



of freedom (Kant held that man eannot know freedom but that because 

the categories do not apply to the "1-think" he may prove its possi
bility) o / - '  ̂ ' -

If it is asked how people use the word "freedom" or what is 

called by that name, there arises a confusion due to the multiplicity 

of definitions and uses. This path leads to confusion and endless 

inquiry rather than to a fundamental understanding of man’s existences 

One does not first, prove that there is freedom and then will it; 

freeddm wills itself. To find freedom we must Clarify our own Ex

istent to ourselves, We must discover whether we can experience it.

As long as we remain in Dasein, or study the world objectively and 

systematically, vre will never find freedom. Freedom eannot be found 

the way it is usually■approached, A leap must be taken into another 

realm before freedom becomes real«

Let us first examine some things which must accompany freedom,1 

Knowledge,
If we examine freedom as knowledge, we find it - to be in* 

adequate. Knowledge does not make one free, yet without it there can 

' be 'no: - freedom, ■' Knowledge puts: us, in ''the realm of the possible. A 

choice must always depend upon knowledge. Before we may choose freely 

' and. not' merely as ,,eenie-meenie-mynie-mo,,3 we must have know!edge,

Yet there is always more involved than we can know, as future eon- 

' sequences,: can never be:'anticipated, ■  ■. : : : > ■

: ' : 3 ' Karl Jasper's.,:' Philosophy, Vol. II, p. 175,



v CShoice depends upon drives, upon what we are when we choose„ ;

Clhaitses usually depend upon the condition of the person making them.

Yet for freedom to be possible there must also he the possibility of '

doing’something not in aecprd with drives or personality, There must 

be spontaneityg the possibility of caprice. Without caprice there can

■ ' ! be no freedom^ yet caprice has: no definite content, and therefore, . /

cannot itself he freedom, v \

: " .There is no freedom without law» "A law is not the unavoidable

■vnatural necessity to which 1 am sub ject’% •' but, Jaspers claims, ;the 

nepessity of :noms of behavior which we can either follow or not>
;:/v 1 ^  ,:nof: learned’ from authority, but are seen' as valid because -; y

they are identical with one's .Self« There must be law, or freedom is

■ v'y . meaningless,, , ,There must be freedom for something. Freedom devoid of - y-yy

content, having no object, is empty and meaningless,

Mes- - , , . - . ■
' , There is freedom as idea, We become free in as much as we y: .

_ broaden our world-orientation, thereby .bringing to mind limitless ..y'vv:̂ :ryV; 

conditions and possibilities of actions Opposed to this would be the 

y'/'' narrowness of situation, the .one-sided determination of law, -aad̂  theyy-y':/' 

isolation of individual knowledge. We must proceed from the totality,

-from; universally .valid,, ideas,;-' :-y , . .'.y . . ■ . ’V:' y, .

 ̂ Karl.Jaspers, Phllosophie, Vol, II, p, 177, Trans, C,F, Wallraff.
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Decisiono ... ' ' •: :

Freedom must occur as decision, i.e. resolve, resolution, or 
making up one’s mind. However well-oriented we may be through ex

perience, knowledge, or idea, we are always single, individual 

Selves in a particular situation. The totality that must be known 

in order to do the right thing is never complete. Nevertheless, 

we are in time and must act with.determination and conviction. In 

fact, it is because our actions are not automatically determined by 

our knowledge that we recognize freedom and choice, ’

Necessity,

Freedom must be within necessity. Today, because of ad

vanced knowledge in psychology and physics, we must admit that nature 

is through and through determined by necessity. This insight has,led 

naturalism to identify Being with necessity, and to place the Self with 

in nature (Spinoza). The naturalist finds nature good and sees the 

Self based ultimately upon instincts, drives, etc. (Freud)V The 

opposite of naturalism is a heroic ethic. Heroic ethics finds that 

nature gives no standards whatsoever5 it is value-free or replete with 

evils. Heroic ethics takes up a position in opposition to nature and 

follows its own judgments or those of a more divine reality. Jaspers 

believes these are extremes and that a middle way is to be sought. We 

are neither simply a part of nature (Pasein) nor a will opposed to 

' nature. : • ■,

Content. /  t  -

For freedom to be meaningful it must have content)*and not be 

merely loose, spontaneous action in a vacuous medium. Necessity forms



resistance that makes freedom decision.

Freedom forms one of the most important aspects of Jaspers6 

concept of Self (Existena), In supporting freedom he stands op

posed to much of contemporary psychology. Yet, he attempts to develop 

his concept of freedom in part from psychological origins. More ex

actly stated, he attempts to reveal the existential origins of the 

acceptance of the reality of freedom.

As a child one is dependent upon his parents and it is some 

time before the question of freedom arises. At a certain age one 

begins to feel his dependence upon the parents and wishes to free 

himself. One becomes finally aware of his responsibilities and of 

being something on his own account. But no sooner does the awareness 

arise than one encounters ambivalence. One does not want to be a 

traitor to his historical family tradition. He does not wish to go 

against that in which he was reared. Yet, at the same time, one is 

impressed by the possibility that freedom is illusion and that he is 

fated to lead a life in which all self-aspirations are ultimately

illusion. One becomes frightened to the roots of his being by the 
' 5possibility of determinism. One then wishes to prove the objective 

reality of freedom.

In an attempt to prove freedom one may think of it as a cause 

without a cause. Yet nowhere do we find anything that moves without

** Karl Jaspersj, Philosophie, Vol. II, p. 187,
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a cause0 ■ Gaps may be sought in the web of natural necessity, as in 

the swerve of atoms or the indeterminancy of the modern atom* Jaspers 

rejects this, on Kantian grounds. Objectivity means capacity for 

being known in causal: terms* Even if, in addition to what can be 

assumed under law, there is a remainder that cannot, only the former 

is an object of possible experience. This requires explanation, as 

Jaspers is drawing on an often overlooked aspect of Kant, Kant says 

the possibility of experience "is, * ,what gives objective reality to 

all our a priori modes of knowledge, 9 <t 6Experience depends, therefore,

upon a priori principles of it& form, that is, upon universal rules of
r: v- '■ : :■ 6 :  ̂. : ' ' ' : ' ' '■ Unity in the synthesis of appearances:," Later in the section.

Principles of Succession of Time in Accordance with the Laws.of ■ 

CauwKltW, Kant says, that for apy event, any thing in perception, 

to follow upon anpther, the category; of cause must have helped synthe

size the sensation* For any thing to be a thing in a perepption, the 

category-:of cause must have been at work? ..

' Understanding is required for all experience and for its 
possibility* Its primary contribution does not consist in 
makihgxthe .representations,of objects distinct, but in making : 
the representation of an object possible at all. This it does 
by carrying the time order .oyer into the appearances and their 
existences' ;J;

And later Kant: saysj *-The principle of the relation in the sequence 

of appearances ^underlining my own7 is therefore also valid of all

G . Kent's Critique of Pure Reason, p, 193, 

 ̂1 Ibid. , ■ pi- 225* '
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objects of experience.' > , (under the condition of succession) / as 

being itself the ground;of the possibility of such experience.

Jaspers is not subscribing to the over-simplified view tha,t all 

perceptual objects must be thought of in terms of cause and effect. 

•/He'ls claiming that for something to'be objective,•that'is, to be 

' .a possible experience, for something to be a perceptual object; the 

category of.cause must have -been applied logically prior to its bding 

objective, that is, prior, to its being a perceptual object. Jaspers 

accepts this doctrine'"of Kant. ''Many 'of'' the- nep-'Kantians like to 1 .. 

remind us that Kant whs under the influence of Newtonian physics and 

that this was "possibly his "'error,/ "' Jaspers has, perhaps, gained a 

deeper understanding of Kant than most. ,

: ■ There is then no gap in the objective world that reveals

freedom.’’ For a creature in Sasein, only inner experience and will 

can'.reveal freedom. -v . '

: How, then, can experience reveal freedom? The existential 

choice within frdedom is not a war of motives nor is it the result of 

a reflection that proves this one to be the right choice. What is 

decisive is that one chooses. This choice is a decision to view one's 

d>eif in existence, previous considerations may have led only to possi

bilities but the decision is unconditioned. This decision is that 

wherein we know what we will in the historical concreteness of our 

existence. If one has not considered everting, has not weighed all

8 Ibid., p. 227,
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the possibilities, and has. not gone dstray i.n endless reflection, 
then one can arrive at no decision. Decision and being one's Self 

'/ are-' one and the same»> ̂ To >e. indeeis;iye;means: that, one has not found f:'

himself,, . .: ; ■ ■; : . V:., ' v v ' V ;' ?'; , . ■ . ; : ; ■. -v.V ■ ■■ . -
: ':We;.are' in: ■ an area where, truths are hard to find; we are truly

in the realm of the existential. Freedom can only be shown to exist 

in the act of beeoming one's.Self, Not one's Self as Dasein, as 

something in the world, -but as Existenz. This act of ''becoming one s ; 

Self" cannot be seen in another, for then we would be looking, at an 

object in the world. Freedom must be apprehended in our own choosing 

to be our, Selves, Yet ©yen in apprehending freedom in our Selves we 

do not understand it. The unconditional act, Jaspers claims, is a 

. "foundation, of action and hence no# an object of knowledge but an : :;;>-

element of faith. In so far as I know the reason and aims of my 

hefion, ,1 am in the finite, I am subject to conditions. Only when 1 

live by something that can no longer be explained byobject knowledge 

do I live by the unconditional," To cognize the source from which 

we live is impossib 1 e, Yet we are aware of it in some sense; in', fact, 

it can be the most meaningful thing there is. When one acts by an 

unconditional imperative one acts completely from himself and not from 

any external condition, -. ;■ . ; V : . ■' . . : ' y -

We apprehend existence neither as an object;of study nor 

through 'introspection, .but' rather, become aware of .it,' in the inner action"

. Karl Jaspers, Phllosophie, Vol, II, p. 181, \ :

,. : d.0 Karl Jadpers, The Way to Wisdom, p, 55, :



of becoming our Selves, We become" aware of bur Selves by encountering 

our Selves in a decision to be our Selves, The manner in which one 

grasps one's Self can only be hinted at by analogies. This seems 

vague but not more vague than when we believe two times two equals 
four. We merely see that two times two equals four, we follow certain 

rules. But how do we know when the rules apply? There are no rules 

for applying the rules. We simply see that the rules do apply and 
tiiere is no going beyond this. We might, on the basis of the behavior 

of another person, say he was frightened. But how do we know when we 

are frightened? We.do not see by observation of our behavior but 

rather by some inner apprehension, . How do we know the inner state is 

fear? One might say, ”1 have had it before and was taught that the 

word fear applied to it." But how do we know that it is the same state 

/'as before?. Answers must stop at this point. Explanations might be /'' 

pushed back one more step by saying that we learn to associate the 

/ States, ' But how do we know: to- associate? ' How does, one know when, he • 

feels guilty! Do we observe ourselves and hear ourselves and then say, 

"1 - feel - guilty-Mi Bo we know by introspeetion? ' That is,, do we know, 

we feel something and then Took in and see what this feeling is, 

identify it and say, "1 feel guilty’,’-? We do not. What does take place 

has never been adequately explained.

We know little about Our most eommon inner states, fear, guilt, 

etc. How much less do we know of the center that has them? How could 

one go about gaining knowledge of the inner center, the Self? Gould 

one observe its behavior? Who would do the observing if the entity to



be observed was the center for which observations have meaning?

We come to know ourselves through decisions and through 

life itself. In the unconditional imperative, the person be

comes authentic; he gains true selfhood rather than mereDasein.

.Jaspers.-explainsr : ':: - : ^

The unconditional imperative comes to me as the command 
of my authentic Self to my mere empirical existence, I be- 

■":;v;'' come; amre:- of: myself as that which I myself am, because it is 
what X ought to be. This awareness is obscure at.the beginning 
and lucid at the end of my unconditional action#

In the action of the unconditional imperative we create ourselves and
at the same time discover what we are. .

' To be authentic onemust, in an unconditional act 'create 

himself* Man creating himself is a theme of all of the Existentialists* 

In, Sartre, it is man's ereating himself put of nothingness in the face 

of nothingness* Man, for Sartre, exists first and then must decide 

and freely create:his own essence, Jaspers” philosophizing has led: 

him to say that man creates himself and to imply an essence prior to 

the creative act* Teleology, in fact, is implicit throughout Jaspers' 

writings. For instance, Jaspers is saying that it is man's essence to 

become authentic and that there is a final goal to be realised. He does 

not, however, develop the teleology, We can know, in some vague way, 

that there is a purpose but precisely what it is is not given. There 

can be no complete system in which all goals and purposes are revealed,

I am indebted to Wittgenstein for this method of asking 
questions., .

- ^  ' Karl 'Jaspers, The Way to Wisdom, p.,'''55*
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A strong parallel may be draw between Jaspers and Kant con

cerning the theme of wan creating himself* Kant is often thought of 

as one of the philosophers who differs most from the Existentialists, 

Actually, in a strange way, he is closest to them, Man, in his 

normal existence, is inauthentic, Jaspers claims, Man is given to 

himself as a task, Kant felt there is a split in man’s nature, A 

perfectly good will would automatically be subject to objective laws. 

It could not be conceived as obliged to act lawfully, because from 

its own subjective constitution it could only be determined by the 

conception of the good. For a good will there would be no categorical 

imperative, no ought, Kant, on this basis claimŝ : ’’Therefore im

peratives are only formulae to express the relation of objective laws 

of all volition to the subjective imperfection of the will of this
AT , , t

or that rational being, e.g. the human will.” Man is imperfect as 

he is and needs the categorical imperative to become authentic. The 

Self, for Kant, is not given either phenomenally or noumenally, but 

as a possibility. The Self is free, but it must affirm and realize 

its freedom through autonomy. It is a subject but must achieve 

actualization of its subjective being in tasks and through self-prb- 

jeetion into the world, Kant rejected naturalistic accounts of the 

Self as it has no given essence waiting to be realized. Authenticity, 

autonomy and self-existence are not given potentialities, but possi

bilities, The possibility is transcendent and indeterminate. Al

though man is born with a moral sense, he is not bom with a moral

Kant’s Critique of Practical Reason, p, 31.
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character. He, himself, must create his moral,character. He, in his 

true Self, which is not in tike or space, creates freedom and makes it 

real even in the worlddof space and time. Kant’s position is a radi

cal one in ethids; man creates morality and freedom by willing it. The 

similarities of Kant’s ethics to those of Jaspers and the other Exis

tentialists are clearly seen. Despite the similarities, Kant’s formal

ism seems so dominant that his ethics, in totality, seem opposed to 

Jaspers’ or that of the other Existehtialisfs. This is not actually 

the case. The Kantian ethics.rest on an existential or effectual basis. 

Kant develops a formalistic ethics in his Critique of Practical Reason. , 

One may follow his arguments from coyer:to cover and all seems ration

ale The picture changes, however, when we ask ourselves the question, 

’’Why be' moral at all?" Surely, we think, he must have answered this 

somewhere. We only fail to see it because of the intricacies of his 

argument. But he did not answer it in the Critique of Practical Reason. 

The answer is to be found in the Critique of Pure Reason, where he 

' saysr;' • ■■ - - ■ ■ ' ' ■ ' / ' ' ' ■

1 inevitably, believe in the existence of God and in a 
future life, and I am certain that nothing can shake this belief, 
since my moral principles would thereby be Overthrown, and 
I cannot disclaim them without becoming abhorrent in my own 

. eyes.14

After all is said and done, the formalistic ethics itself rests upon 

the desire to escape self-abhorrence. It rests upon.the desire for 

authenticity,

Kant’s Critique of Pure Reason, p. 50.
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Jaspers' stress upon authenticity transforms the traditional 

conception of morality. It is rooted in the concept of freedom and 

makes freedom a venture as well as a fact. We live in this world, 

under rules of brute fact; yet, in this mere givenness of a situation 

it is we who decide and shape our destinies. If we fail to be au
thentic and fail to decide, things are decided for us. Such freedom 

is also frightful. What we want so desperately is absolute necessity, 

but since this is not to be had, we shudder before a decision that 

cannot be retracted, especially since it involves our very essence. 

Whether we embrace freedom and choose ourselves, or let existence 

choose ourselves for us, either results in an expanding appearance in 

time of that which we are.

According to Jaspers, we know ourselves to be independent but 

do not know what we are. That is, we do not know of what we are made, 

what type of entity we are. In considering our actual natures, we en

counter countless boundaries, mysteries, and antimonies. All our knowl

edge and speech is in terms of universals, yet we always refer to the 

individual. One cannot be an ego; this is a universal. What we are, in 

ourselves, is not something in general but this particular, historical, 

concrete Bxistenz, On the one hand, we did not give ourselves to our

selves but come to ourselves as a gift. We were formed, as it were, by 

something else. If this is true, we are ultimately nothing on our own. 

Certain emergent qualities may result from our constitution but this is 

not enough to permit us to think of ourselves as something on our own 

account. On the other hand, although we are given to ourselves by some

thing else, we do amount to something on our own. It is simply seen
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that people are individual and are something In themselves and 

apart from each other or apart from a world self. .A son, daughter, 

wife, or husband is something on his own, worth something as opposed 

to 5jiust anyone, or worth something apart from ĥe dead nature that is 

his substratum. But to the question of how both can be true, Jaspers 
has no theoretical answer.

At this point a summary of Jaspers’ concept of Self or Existenz

may be helpful in order that we may compare his concepts to those of

some personality theorists.

1. Jaspers differentiates between empirical self as Being- 

there (Basein) in the world and the authentic true Self which is not 

in the world.

2. Existenz as the Self, is not general but individual. Yet 

it is more than one’s Self, it is the union of infinity and finitude.

3. The Self is a process.

! 4. Existenz is not a faculty that one has. It is an origin

that cannot be subsumed under categories.

5. It is historical. This historicity or finitude as opposed 

to the infinite, is truly a part of the nature of the Self.

6. The Self is not determinate but exists as freedom.

7. The Self is not a substance, though to say it is a sub

stance is more true than to say it is a unity of traits.

8. The Self is not given but exists as possibility. Man

creates himself through freedom. There is the incalculable about the

Self, it cannot be predicted. The element of novelty is always a part
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of the Self.

In the concept of authentic and inauthentic modes of existing, 

there is an implied teleology. Despite novelty and freedom it is 

implied that there is an authentic mode of existence that ought to be 

realized. Man, as Dasein, does not possess authenticity. Rather, 

authenticity exists as a possibility, as a goal towards which he should 
aim. .

Existenz is dialectical. Man creates himself. It is not 

merely Dasein that creates itself, but Existenz which creates itself

for itself, not for Dasein, "Existenz is in the world as a field on
15 ' ’ ■which itself appears."

15 Karl Jaspers, Philosophie, Vol.II, p. 2. (Translation my
own.)
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Contrast with Some; Psychological Theories of the Self

Jaspers, in maintaining his theory of Self, or Existens,, is 

opposed to most contemporary schools of psychology and psychoanalysis.

The-work of Gordon Allport shows an unceasing attempt to do 

justice to the uniqueness of individual behavior. Mari, for Allport, 

shows in.his nature an underlying unity. He has stressed this unity 

and:the overwhelming importance of conseious determinants for person

ality more than most psychologists. He has also stressed the im- 

po'ftanee of the concepts of ego and: .Self,. : Yet he wants to avoid the 

hagent" type theory. The Self or ego may only be used to indicate 

thd appropriate fuaetion within the total personality, and may hot < 

be regarded as something that- acts separately. Although Allport 

stressed the edneept Of Self and although he holds an extreme position 

in psychdlogy by emphasizing underlying Unity Of personality, self- 

ereation, and autonomy, he is, nonetheless, renote from the position 

of Jaspers. Jaspers too, wants to avoid the idea of. the Self as a 

"thing" that acts. But he also wants'.the other side of the antinomy. 

The Self is in some way something On its own. It is somehow separate 

from the rest of the individual. If this were not so, there would be 
ho unconditional freedom.- The. Self" is a thing that can act inde-/■ 

pendently of the mere empirical self. How else could we have free, 

unconditioned action? Y,et, i the: Self vis mot a thing but' a..process , - ; .

54 y ' : ' -  "  V  i " ; - '  ' ' ,  ' ;  V  . V . ' . :



: that cannot: be thought of in objeet-1 ike- terms«-■Jaspers» in,holding " 

this position, is both eminently reasonable and true to the phenomena 
. of human existence, , . . : ; ; ■ ■ - : .: r- :f’ . - v j-,

The type of argument Allport presents is convincing. It is 

one that is heard often in psychology classrooms. We must no longer 

think of the Self as a thing that sits in us and pulls strings. The 

Self is not distinet from the body and total personality, lather we 

are a dynamic unity, an Interrelated whole. We must be rid of this 

medieval notion of a soul in a body. We have gone too far in our 

knowledge today to submit to a belief in this dichotomy. The notion 

Of a distinet soul separate from the body that acts in it and tells it 

. - what' to,' do . .has' led: .t'o much - incorrect and. neurotic thinking in the 

Western World. Are we carried away by such arguments? Immediately! , 

We would not want to think of oursel'Ves as A patchwork, of -distinct , % 

parts, but rather as a full-blooded interrelated dynamic unity.

Have we not, however, thrown out unconditioned freedom? For 

freedom to be possible, there must be a groundless ground to the 

personality, a distinct ^something" to give commands to my mere drives 

and empirieal self. Only by holding a source, a sou! separate from 

the body, something in some way unconditioned by the totality of the 

personality, can we maintain freedom and self-directioh. The view 

then, of the personality as a dynamic whole must not be true, Jaspers1 
acceptsVbofh the dynamic and the separate us true. of human existence. 

Allport gives us ultimate consistency, Jaspers leaves us with two 

seemingly incompatible actualities. But which is more true to the



If we compare the Self of Jaspers with that of B. Gatfcell

we find Gattell’s is net a Self at all. The Self of Gattell is an 

organizing influence exerted upon dynamic factors in the complex 

interaction of personality. In this Self there is no possibility for 

content. It is explained as a single organizing principle, not as

something on its own account. Humanness is lost in a welter of organ

ized factors. ' ,/

A parallel might be expected between Jaspers and Garl Rogers,

who makes the Self the center of his personality theory. At times

Rogers seems to be saying something similar to Jaspers. He gives 

serious consideration .to the Self and the existence of the patient, 

stressing ehoice and decision. But in his actual theory, the Self is 

found to develop out of the organism’s interaction with the environ

ment, Rogers, in actual practice, appears to regard the Self as 

important on its own account. But can he say this on the basis of 

his personality theory? He cannot, Self-Identity and importance 

wohld turn out to be a fraud. Man is not merely the result of the

interplay of a biological entity, a hunk of live meat, with the total

external world. We might think that life is important, that it means 

something, that there are things to be done, tasks to be performed.

But actually, one’s goals are only incorporated aspects of one’s en

vironment. Jaspers accepts the fact that environment, history and the 

interaction of the person with his environment has, an undeniable 

effect on the individual 1,: But there is something more to man. There

is a Self, the Bxistenz, that defies reduction to organism, environ

ment, or the interaction between the two. On the one hand there is
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nothing in & biological organism that has the importance we see in 

our lives. On the other hand, the mere environment possesses nothing 
.that can explain the importance of Selfhood,' How then, can the inter 

action of the two give' something that explains the fulness, deepness 

and importance of a human Self? The Self must be ah original source 

to itself that does not reduce to a piece of meat (organism) or to a 

group of ohjects (environment).

■ v Jaspers .differs radically from Freud,..who held that 'to under-;

stand is to explain caus'allyj,. and man can be understood, Freud is 

naturalistic and tends to a reduetlonalism. There is no Self in 

Freud’s theory, only an ego that comes about to mediate between in
stincts (id) and the incorporated aspect of the environment (super

ego) , Man is a war of conflicting motives. The ego, in .a seasei 

is itself a defense mechanism of the organism that enables it to 

adapt and to continue life without distraction. The ego of Freud is 

the antithesis of Jaspers ExiSteaz.

The analytical theories of Carl Gustav Jung, prove, in some 

respects, to be surprisingly similar to those of Jaspers. Jaspers 

would probably criticize Jung s theory as a pseudo-gcience purporting 

: to give total knowledge of mW, and a proffered faith which no " 

scientific theory can supply. Nevertheless, Jung is probably closer 

to; Jaspers than any, other psychologist; ofv’this ■ age. Jung” s Self is ̂ 

a mixture of personal and impersonal, particular and universal. like 

Jaspers, Jung has a Kantian substructure to his theories. The Self 

is not;to be identified with the ego or persona; it lies deeper; it ' 

is the inner center around which the other aspects of the personality
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turn. The Self is not given but exists as possibility. It is life's 

: goal that is striven for but seldom reached. Although it is not given/ 

it, nevertheless^ motivates man unconsciously and causes him to search 

for wholeness (authenticity), particularly through the symbolism of 

religion, Man exists as. task,, Hi'./ should and does seek individuation 

or integration of his psychic faculties. Freedom is stressed by Juhg, 

who feels that man does, to a great extent, choose his own fate, Jung's 

psyehology is not a reductionalisni and he agrees with Jaspers that man , 

is always more than he can know of himself; ;

; ■ It transcends our powers of imagination to form .a;;- ..
clear picture of what we are as a self, for iri the op
eration the part would have to comprehend the whole. . .
There is..little hope.,of ever being able to reach even : . ;
approximate consciousness of this self, since however 
much we make conscious there will always exist an in- 
determinate amount of unconscious material which belongs - ^
;:to;. the totality of the self, . : 1

The outstanding differences between Jaspers and Jung is that Jaspers

holds that man, in the main, creates himself, while Jung, although he

. admits freedom, maintains: that, there, is a predominating influence of '

the unconscious over the conscious activities of man. Even neurosis

is the revolt of the unconscious against the wrong choices made by

..the'eonsciotts .aspect of the personality» . . . //... •

Jaspers believes that it is absolutely necessary tb have

freedom'in order for human life to be meaningful. It is, of course,

an old argument that, for responsibility to be meaningful, freedom

must be a fact. The argument is well worn but sound. It has been

G. G. Jung, Two Essays on Analytical Psychology, trans.
R.EiG. Hull (New York; Bollinger Series X X Pantheon Books 1953), p. 175
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claimed that determinism is true and yet responsibility is a meaningful 

concept. Is it.not a fact that the law and society holds us responsi
ble for our acts add that we ourselves hold ourselves responsible?

This id a fact one might say, and yet it might also be true that we 

are determined in the way that Freud conceived psychological determin

ism, We are determined by our present personalities and they, in turn, 

by what we once were on back to our birth. We are determined, yet we 

feel responsible and other people hold us responsible. With this 

view, responsibility and human Interaction becomes a fraud. The 

argument runs: We are already determined, yet we are held responsible 

and this feeling of , responsibility is a real one to us. Here we have 

a mechanical man, a Mlckey-Mouse-wind-up-fcoy, that is determined 

through and through, who feels or believes that he does things, that 

they are meaningful and that he is responsible for them. For him the 

world is a puppet stage; he sees others acting, sees himself perform 

seemingly meaningful actions while, in truth, all is a show, not 

what it seems* Behind the phenomenal scene is nothing but monotonous 

motion having hd meaning, it is only which was given by previously 

conditioned, meaningless motion.

This does not prove that we are not determined. It only 

shows what must be the case if determinism is true. Jaspers, in 

maintaining freedom of the will, is taking a stand that is radical 

in the history of philosophy. It seems that the shortest way, es

pecially today, to the solution of the problem of free will, is to 

deny it:outright,



• Let us-, examine what must be .the case if Jaspers is wrong and 

there is no freedom. In the following discussion there will be no 
attempt made to give a strict logical refutation of determinism but 

only to point out its implications for our lives.

Either there is some freedom or there is no freedom. If 

there is no,freedom* there is determinism and if there is not complete 

determinism, there is freedom. This should be made clear at the be

ginning as there arh those individuals who would respond with indig

nation to miy suggestion of free will but who would, nonetheless, 

recoil from an absolute determinism. This will not do. Either we have 

free will to some extent, or we are completely determined. We shall 

only examine the implications of a complete determinism. If Jaspers 

is wrong and there is no freedom, the values, aspirations and joys of

our lives turn out to be empty. We believe we choose,our occupations

in life and that we may eontribute to certain endeavors in the world 

for which we may take credit. These must, in the end, be only 

illusion! that is, only the unenlightened human way of viewing the 

world. What we will do, how we will act, is merely the clicking in 

and out of certain predispositions that exist in us through no con

scious choice of our own. friendship, love, and the intellectual 

pursuits are only the coming and going of certain patterns of de

termined necessity. The world is a theatre and we are all merely

players, repeating words put into our mouths, performing actions

given to us, and believing in the thoughts assigned us?

We are no other than a moving row 
/ Of Magic Shadow-shapes that come,and go / -

Round with this Sun-illumined Lantern held 
In Midnight by the Master of,the,Showi



But helpless Pieces of the Game He plays 
Upon this Gheguer-boaW of Nights and Days;
Hither and thither moves, and cheeks, and slays,

And one by one back in the Gldset lays. ̂ . ;- -';

We did not really choose to go into philosophy, we really did not; 

choose to hold certain positions but were forced into them* Hay,

" not even forced,: for where iS;, the "we" who wag's 'forced?. ■ ■ The • *:,we'f. -■, ’ 

was decided upon also; we dissolve under scrutiny. We are what we 

are, totally, because of genes, food, geographical location, the 

emotions apd economic status of our parents, etc. All of these and 

nothing morel ' ' - \

If there is no freedom, neither is there the .possibility of 

,/a logical examination of an argument. How a reader judges the argu

ment put forth here is determined. It is determined by ;fhe present 

state of his body, his birthplace, his eridocrine system, the vitamins 

he was given in his youth, Before a thought stirs in our minds, that 

is, before we even apprehend the argument, judgment is already de- 

■ termined. We do not judge; determined . jud^entSy ,happen to .us,, they ; : 

are what they will be, , - ■■ . • '

It no doubt seems easier to explain Self in terms of .en

vironment, organism, etc,, than to follow arguments that lead to V 

leaving it an; unexplained mystery, an, irreducible something that will 

not accord with what we know of the natural world, Jaspers, however, 

refuses to reduce Bxisfcenz, or the Self, to matter, energy, will to

 ̂ Rubaiyat of. Omar Khayyam, traps, Edward Fitzgerald (Hew 
York: Thomas Y. Crowell and Company), p. 92,



power or anything other than itself. The Self, the Existenz, must 
remain the sphere of actuality that will not synthesize with matter, 

world, or the scientifie knowledge of biological organisms, ■

From another view, the Self is reducible to biology, which 

in!turn, is reduced to even simpler terms; oxygen, carbon, lead, 

electrons, protons, or any combinations of these. The Self, the 

knower, emerges out of that which it knows. But how can a chemical 
reaction be conscious of itselff How can a neurological, chemical 

reaction wonder about its own nature and ask if it has a meaning?

It is like saying that the mirror is constructed out of the objects 

it reflects. The difficulty one encounters in trying to reduce the 

Self to elements of nature, in trying to fill the gaps in this re

duction, are legion. Would it hot be as easy, as reasonable, to 

admit that in the Self^ i we have something that neither intellect-nor 

language can grasp--they cannot cross the threshold of this mystery?

The Self, instead of being reduced to a physical substratum, 

may simply be denied outfight, Hume is probably the best example 

of one who, in the past, used this approach. If one accepts Hume’s 

premise, that before a thing can be said to exist we must have an 

impression of it, the rest will follow. The illusion of the Self, 

the most extraordinary illusion that was ever developed, discovers 

itself to be an illusion, Hume, the phantbm, recognized himself a 

phantom, - - /

The Self .must exist and there must be freedom for life to 

be meaningful, go attempt has been made to show that life is meaning"? 

ful but only to show that without freedom and an irreducible Self, man
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stands with his instincts, emotions and highest ideals mc>eked. All 

we could say of him is that for centuries he arose out of the dust, 

lingered awhile to take part in a stupendous cosmic joke and re
turned to the dust| a meaningless moment in a determined eternity.
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Conclusion

The foregoing study has been an attempt to outline the 

concept of the Self found in the works of Jaspers and to compare it 

to certain other theories of the Self, bringing into focus the '

implication of these theories for man in his individual existence, 

Jaspers* philosophical efforts are in sharp contrast to those in 

England and America at the present. On the one hand, he wants to < 

give validity to many of the themes of the past, to the aspirations 

of humanity and to the insights of art and literature. On the other 

, hand, he wants to refrain from building a philosophy that only 

pleases, or one that does not maintain a critical, self-analytical 

consciousness of itself. Above all, he is a philosopher of the human 

situation and human Selfi one who emphasizes freedom and the dignity 
of man.

An attempt has been made to give support to Jaspers * contention 

that the human Self resists analysis by scientific methodology, that 

freedom is necessary for an adequate explanation of human phenomena 

and meaning, and that an essential oofe or source exists in the person

ality that ultimately defies systematic analysis or objectification*

There is a contemporary urge toward unity, consistency and 

system within isolated spheres of knowledge. There are few today who 

would maintain a groundless ground. An original source of personality 

that remains an unfathomable mystery. But unless there is such a 

ground, we make a mockery of ourselves and call life a meaningless 

affair; we are merely like seaweed, swaying endlessly, meaminglessly, 

in the tides of conditioned necessity.
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